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Natural seeps occur at the seafloor as loci of fluid flow where the flux of chemical
compounds into the ocean supports unique biologic communities and provides
access to proxy samples of deep subsurface processes. Cold seeps accomplish this
with minimal heat flux. While individual expertize is applied to locate seeps, such
knowledge is nowhere consolidated in the literature, nor are there explicit approaches
for identifying specific seep types to address discrete scientific questions. Moreover,
autonomous exploration for seeps lacks any clear framework for efficient seep
identification and classification. To address these shortcomings, we developed a
Ladder of Seeps applied within new decision-assistance algorithms (Spock) to assist in
seep exploration on the Costa Rica margin during the R/V Falkor 181210 cruise in
December, 2018. This Ladder of Seeps [derived from analogous astrobiology criteria
proposed by Neveu et al. (2018)] was used to help guide human and computer decision
processes for ROV mission planning. The Ladder of Seeps provides a methodical query
structure to identify what information is required to confirm a seep either: 1) supports
seafloor life under extreme conditions, 2) supports that community with active seepage
(possible fluid sample), or 3) taps fluids that reflect deep, subsurface geologic processes,
but the top rung may be modified to address other scientific questions. Moreover, this
framework allows us to identify higher likelihood seep targets based on existing incomplete
or easily acquired data, including MBES (Multi-beam echo sounder) water column data.
The Ladder of Seeps framework is based on information about the instruments used to
collect seep information (e.g., are seeps detectable by the instrument with little chance of
false positives?) and contextual criteria about the environment in which the data are
collected (e.g., temporal variability of seep flux). Finally, the assembled data are considered
in light of a Last-Resort interpretation, which is only satisfied once all other plausible data
interpretations are excluded by observation.When coupledwith decision-making algorithms
that incorporate expert opinion with data acquired during the Costa Rica experiment, the
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Ladder of Seeps proved useful for identifying seeps with deep-sourced fluids, as evidenced
by results of geochemistry analyses performed following the expedition.
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INTRODUCTION
Seeps occur throughout the world along active and passive
continental margins (e.g., Campbell et al., 2002), but their
occurrence is rare and their distribution uneven.
Comprehensive surveys do exist (e.g., Judd and Hovland,
2009; Skarke et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2014) but even they
cover only a small fraction of the world’s oceans. A complete
description of Earth’s cold seeps and their variability has yet to be
attempted.
Seeps have been studied for decades as an important window
into subsurface fluid processes. They occur in a range of geologic
settings and exhibit a variety of fluid expulsion mechanisms that
emanate from fluid sources 10 s to 1000 s of meters below the
seafloor (e.g. Suess, 2018). They display a broad range of
morphological characteristics at the seafloor, including
convex, mound-shaped features associated with seep-related
carbonates, concave pockmarks or collapse features, and mud
volcanoes, ranging from less than a meter to several kilometers
in diameter (e.g. Judd and Hovland, 2009). Different types of
seeps support unique ecological niches (e.g., Sibuet and Olu,
1998; Sahling et al., 2003; Levin, 2005), allow scientists to track
the release of greenhouse gases (e.g., methane and to a lesser
extent carbon dioxide) from the Earth into the ocean/
atmosphere (Judd, 2004; Leifer et al., 2006), and provide
locations where deep-sourced fluids are sampled and
analyzed (Kastner et al., 1991; Barnes et al., 2010). In this
paper we emphasize the search for seeps that reflect a fluid
migration pathway for fluids that may be affected by fluid-rock
interactions at the subduction zone plate interface. Information
about mineral reactions and corresponding fluid-rock
interactions at the plate interface is useful for understanding
earthquake and seismogenic processes (Peacock, 1990; Moore
and Vrolijk, 1992), but the proposed methods apply to problems
as far-reaching as ocean exploration on outer solar system
worlds (e.g., Hand and German, 2018).
The search for seeps with deep-sourced fluids is challenging.
Large areas of the seafloor must be surveyed at significant
expense, yielding incomplete information (e.g. Judd and
Hovland, 2009; Skarke et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2014).
Geophysical tools used for the surveys are evolving rapidly,
and as such, may have variable acquisition and processing
approaches (e.g. Mitchell et al., 2018). Once seeps are found,
sample collection and return programs for seep analysis are
technologically difficult, expensive, and time-consuming (e.g.,
IODP scientific ocean drilling), similar to space exploration
analogs (e.g. Perserverence and OSIRIS REx). To help address
these issues, a flexible method is required that allows for the use of
tools available on any particular day and the specific scientific
objectives of the research. The optimal tools and datasets for one
expedition may differ from those used on another.
To develop this methodology, we posed the problem of
identifying seeps with deep-sourced fluids on the Costa Rica
accretionary prism using limited, preliminary data collected
above the seafloor. The methodology applied serves as a tool
to assist scientists in the decision-making process for finding
seeps in an objective and reproducible manner. Our approach is
intended to improve the success of drilling programs, for
example, and can be extended to alternative scientific
objectives, like the discovery and characterization of subsea
chemolithoautotrophic oases, oases with specific organisms
(e.g., microbial mats), or comprehensive seep flux syntheses.
Moreover, this methodology can be used in concert with
autonomous vehicles that require a cognitive basis to
recognize and identify potential targets and make autonomous
decisions to deviate from a programmed path, linger at a site, and
collect additional information to evaluate more fully.
Our approach comprises two crucial elements: a Ladder of
Seeps and a Spock decision-assistance algorithm. The Ladder of
Seeps is a rigorous framework of measurements and
observations that make ship-based investigations more
efficient and successful and guide autonomous vehicle
exploration. In this study, the Ladder of Seeps guides a
survey from the lower rung of a ladder with uncertain
information about the presence of seeps, to the top rung of a
ladder that identifies seeps with deep-sourced fluids derived
from the subduction plate interface. Our approach is adapted
from the astrobiology community (Neveu et al., 2018) and a
Ladder of Life where autonomous space exploration vehicles
search for evidence of life on extraterrestrial bodies. The Ladder
of Life is an explicit application of the Scientific Method in that it
addresses the extent to which any particular analysis addresses
the goal (i.e. presence of life), evaluates information about the
instruments used to make measurements (e.g., sensitivity and
detectability of the sought-for signal and the chance for a false
positive), and considers contextual criteria that places any
measurement in the context of the feature being analyzed
(how difficult is the feature to analyze, and what is the
chance of a false negative?). The top ladder rung (presence of
life) is only achieved as the interpretation of last resort, or when
the collection of analyses has successfully ruled out any plausible
competing hypotheses.
The second crucial element uses decision-making algorithms
that incorporate expert opinion with knowledge gained from data
collected during a cruise (e.g., machine learning) and produce an
objective and reproducible record of every site-selection decision.
Modern decision-making algorithms build on early Expert
Systems developed to guide complex decision-making in the
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geosciences (Nikolopoulos, 1997), including identifying organic
molecules (Lindsay et al., 1993) and assessing whether a prospect
site is likely to contain a specified ore type (Gaschnig, 1982).
Unlike modern machine learning techniques, Expert Systems
hard-coded geophysical or chemical knowledge through the
application of a complex system of rigid rules. As a result,
they tended to be difficult to extend and are brittle, with poor
performance when observations failed to match their
assumptions. In contrast, model-based approaches developed
and applied here encode expert knowledge as “priors” with
any degree of certainty, and adapt their parameters
dynamically in response to data specific to the domain of
interest. Experts may encode some strong priors to enforce
certain relationships between observations and seepage, while
allowing the algorithm to learn others. The model is chosen to
allow for rapid learning and inference but remains expressive, is
flexible, and seeks observations to improve its parameterization
so that it becomes specialized to a local problem as new data are
collected. Furthermore, the model allows previously excluded
features to be added with few structural changes, so that it can be
used with data outside of its original design (e.g., emerging new
technologies).
The Ladder of Seeps framework implemented in decision-
making algorithms seeks to improve scientific success at a lower
cost. Cost arises in many forms on a research vessel: financial
costs (day rate), time costs (e.g., planning missions and searching
for individual seeps), risk of failure to achieve scientific objectives
(e.g., missed opportunities), risk of device failure (e.g., loss of an
autonomous vehicle), and energy budgets (autonomous devices).
Our approach is intended to apply scarce resources efficiently
to achieve the maximum scientific gain.
We tested the ladder framework implemented in decision-
making algorithms as part of R/V Falkor (Schmidt Ocean
Institute) expedition FK181210, which sailed in the Pacific
Ocean off the southern coast of Costa Rica from 10 to 23
December, 2018 (Figure 1). The purpose of the cruise was to
demonstrate the advancement of technology in autonomous
exploration; conventional scientific objectives were secondary
and pursued in order to test the technology systems employed.
Nevertheless, we strove to emulate a conventional scientific
expedition even though we had only 10 days (including
transits) of ship time and compressed data collection,
interpretation, and ROV mission planning into those same
10 days rather than the months available to most expeditions.
FIGURE 1 | Multibeam backscatter and bathymetry contours (meters) of full study area. Map records MBES water column anomalies identified in this study,
previously published seep locations (Sahling et al., 2008), and targets identified by Spock for investigation during the expedition. Map shows uneven distribution of water-
column anomalies with depth as well as tendency to occur in clusters. Many anomalies found in areas of previously identified seeps, but new locations of seepage are
also observed. Seep Clusters (SC) and Arrays (SA), defined to reflect hierarchy in organization of seep features, are labeled with Costa Rican river names for
purposes of communication.
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The expedition used the ship’s Kongsberg EM302 and EM710
MBES instruments for mapping and the SuBastian1 remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) for seafloor observations and sampling.
In addition, two autonomous underwater gliders (AUGs) were
deployed during the cruise: AUG Nemesis was deployed for most
of the cruise with a magnetometer and conductivity, temperature
and depth (CTD) sensor payload to test vehicle endurance
improvements, and AUG Sentinel (Duguid and Camilli, 2021)
was equipped with a Doppler sonar and CTD to test andmaintain
an adaptive sea bottom-conforming flight path. Automated
interpretation and planning processes were deployed and
tested to identify potential seep targets, to arrange those
targets into ROV and AUG transects that optimized scientific
rewards under operational constraints, and to manage and
optimize multiple, sometimes simultaneous operations in the
most efficient manner possible. Lastly, an automated motion
planner relying on machine vision was implemented for ROV
robotic arm manipulation. Initial ROV missions used
considerable information from previous studies and the
geoscience staff, while later transects were planned by the
automated planning processes using the ladder framework
combined with preliminary real-time data collected during the
expedition.
The southern coast of Costa Rica has been the focus of nearly
2 decades of seep-related research, including multiple geophysical
cruises, multiple ROV and HOV expeditions, and three ODP/
IODP drilling expeditions. Those studies greatly advanced
understanding of deep fluid sources at subduction zone plate
interfaces (e.g. Hensen et al., 2004; Mau et al., 2007; Ranero et al.,
2008; Kluesner et al., 2013; Riedinger et al., 2019), and identified a
number of seep sites at which deep-sourced fluids might be
sampled (e.g. Füri et al., 2010). As such, rather than having to
develop new insights into the way seep systems work, we were
able to use the existing information from Costa Rican seeps,
supplemented with information from Hydrate Ridge offshore
Oregon (e.g. Torres et al., 2009; Baumberger et al., 2018), and seep
processes in general to guide our geologic strategy to help support
the primary technology demonstration objectives. To pursue this
strategy, we revisited known and previously studied seep sites
(e.g., Bohrmann et al., 2002; Linke et al., 2005; Mau et al., 2006;
Klaucke et al., 2008; Sahling et al., 2008) as well as documenting
newly discovered seep sites.
METHODS
Ladder of Seeps
A Ladder of Seeps was constructed to provide a framework for
relating data acquisition and interpretation to scientific objectives
(Figure 2), and in our case identifying seeps with a higher
likelihood of emitting deep-sourced fluids. The framework
could be modified for alternative objectives, like searching for
hydrothermal vents, cold seeps with microbial mats, or seep
surveys to estimate fluid flux. While achieving the goal of
identifying deep-sourced seeps with high confidence only from
measurements above the sediment-ocean interface is unlikely
because of fluid dilution effects, using the ladder can increase the
likelihood of finding these seeps using low-resolution screening
data, and thus improve the chances that deeper sediment cores
taken at the seep sites will recover deep-sourced fluids. The ladder
includes measurements common on marine geophysical vessels
and conducted on the R/V Falkor expedition used to identify
seafloor features common in seep environments such as
carbonate crusts, mounds, seep biota, and bubbles. No single
measurement is sufficient to identify a deep-sourced seep, but the
ladder provides a framework to help an investigator determine
which measurements to collect at each stage of analysis and
understand the combination of measurements that increases the
likelihood of identifying seeps with deep-sourced fluids.
The Ladder (Figure 2) assumes no initial knowledge of a given
survey area. It presents a hierarchy of rungs that ascend from no
knowledge to Possible Seep, on to Likely Seep, and then to
Confirmed Seep, Hydrocarbon Seep (i.e. one with alkane
gases), and Deep-Sourced Seep on the top rung. Note that, in
general, the cost of data acquisition to ascend each rung increases.
Each rung is achieved by the positive identification of a particular
seep Feature and the correspondingmeasurement used to identify
the feature. The target column indicates whether the
measurement is made above the seafloor (in situ) or from
subsurface fluid samples. The Likelihood column reflects an
opinion about whether the specific measurement achieves the
higher ladder rung (e.g. hydrocarbon seepage); note that
aggregate measurements at a Possible Seep rung can increase
Likelihood above that of any individual measurement. The
Instrumental Criteria include assessments of whether the
feature is quantifiable (detectable) with any particular
measurement, at the physical and temporal scales of
measurement (e.g., what chance does a passing ship have to
observe a time-varying bubble flux?), whether the measurement is
contamination-free (i.e. likelihood of false positive), and if it is
repeatable. For example, magnetic anomalies are poor indicators
of seeps because seep features are neither quantifiable (i.e. a seep
must precipitate a magnetic mineral in sufficient volumes to rise
above background noise) nor contamination-free (inversion of
magnetic data allow multiple geologic scenarios). On the other
hand, identification of a seep biologic consortium (e.g., microbial
mats, tubeworms, clams, and mussels) is possible from
photographs of the seafloor, and the chance of mis-
identification (false positive) from photos is low.
The contextual criteria address how easy the sought-for
feature is to recognize in the environment being analyzed and
with the tool being used. Microbial mats, for example, are often
detected by the color contrast between mats and surrounding
sediments so detection will be better when the contrast is greater.
Hydrocarbon plumes in the water column have variable
survivability because of the time-varying nature of seeps and
the ability of currents to disperse plumes. On the other hand, if a
bubble plume is observed (reliable), confidence in the discovery of
a seep is high. And bubble plumes are associated with few other
marine geologic features (compatible), although some seep biota
1https://schmidtocean.org/technology/robotic-platforms/4500-m-remotely-
operated-vehicle-rov/
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are found in other environments (e.g., mats associated with
organic-rich sediments or slumps). The final column (last-
resort) aggregates all of the instrumental and contextual
criteria used to identify a particular feature to evaluate the
ambiguity of interpretation, or whether plausible alternative
explanations for the measurement are permitted.
Bathymetric Mapping
Seafloor and acoustic backscatter mapping address the second
rung of the ladder (Likely Seep; Figure 2). These data were
collected with a 30 kHz Kongsberg EM302 MBES and a
Kongsberg EM710 operating at 70 kHz on the R/V Falkor
(Schmidt Ocean Institute cruise FK181210)2. While the survey
covered 2,967 km2 of seafloor in water depths from 225 to
3,616 m, the ship-track covered some areas multiple times as
the ship was repositioned for AUG deployment/recovery and
ROV operations.
The resulting seafloor map was created by oversampling the
EM302 data; swaths on adjacent lines overlapped by ca. 20% in
order to accommodate reasonable water column illumination.
The EM710 was activated in water depths <1,000 m, but a ship-
track dictated by EM302 data collection caused gaps between
adjacent EM710 lines with a narrower beam footprint. Seafloor
picks from both datasets were combined to create a bathymetric
map gridded at 30 m even though local areas with EM710 data
could allow a bathymetric grid at 15 m.
A seafloor backscatter map was constructed at a resolution of
15 m using standard methods in Qimera3 (Supplementary
Material). We applied a generic processing workflow in order
to generate real-time backscatter maps for ROV operations
planning and Spock analyses and recognize that further data
processing might provide additional data insights. Maps were
created in both geographic coordinates and projected onto UTM
projection WGS 84 UTM Zone 16 N.
Water Column Analysis
Water column data, which address the fourth rung of the ladder
(HC seep; Figure 2), were collected with both EM302 and EM710
MBES instruments, and water column anomalies were
systematically identified with the Feature Detection algorithms
FIGURE 2 | Ladder of Seeps. Conceptual framework for exploring for specific seep types. Lower part of table defines exploration progression from Possible to
Likely Seep, and upper part describes different types of active seeps with each higher rung representing subset of seep type below. Table columns include type of feature
observed in nature (Feature), what type of Measurement is made to detect feature, whether measurement is made above seafloor or below (Target), and Likelihood that
proposed Feature describes Ladder Rung. Issues of Instrumental Criteria include whether proposed Feature is Quantifiable (Detectable), Contamination-Free
(False Positive) and Repeatable. Contextual Criteria represent an explicit evaluation of scientific method by considering whether feature is Detectable, Survivable (False
Negative), Reliable, Compatible (i.e. specific to natural cold seeps), and Last-Resort interpretation (i.e. does evidence refute all other possible hypotheses). Deep-sourced
fluids are placed at top of ladder in this instance to identify locations for earthquake studies, but ladder could be modified for other scientific objectives.
2https://www.rvdata.us/data
3https://www.qps.nl/qimera/
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in FMMidwater4 software. More detailed descriptions of filtering
parameters applied and interpretation strategies employed are
given in Supplementary Material and Supplementary Table S1.
Point Clusters defining water column anomalies were
imported into Fledermaus and further filtered using the
Clustering Algorithm tool to eliminate any remaining noise
and to separate multiple anomalies contained within a single
Point Cluster. Given the resulting character, shape, amplitude
distribution, and position in the water column, each resulting
anomaly was labeled a high, medium, or low confidence bubble
plume (Supplementary Table S8). Low confidence anomalies
were excluded from further analysis.
To aid in seafloor mapping, the source location of every water
column anomaly was estimated with the Fledermaus Cluster
Summary Object Tool by regressing a 3D line through the
points and extrapolating that line to the seafloor. When poor
or no regressions resulted, the seafloor source was manually
estimated. For each resulting interpreted plume, we compiled
a seafloor X, Y, Z location, recorded the number of points within
the interpreted plume, defined the position of the base of the
plume in the water column (Low, Moderate, or High), and
interpreted a Low, Moderate, or High confidence in the final
seafloor source interpretation.
AUG Water Column Mapping
The Sentinel AUG was deployed on two missions using an
onboard adaptive mission controller, which enabled the AUG
to transition autonomously from water column profiling in
waters >1000 m deep, to a bottom-following behavior, wherein
the AUG maintained an altitude band of between 5 and 50 m
altitude above the seafloor. This behavior enabled the AUG’s
downward-looking 600 kHZ phased array Doppler velocity log
(DVL) to interrogate both the water column and seafloor below
the vehicle. Post-processing of acoustic ping ensembles (bin
velocities and acoustic return intensities) for each of the four
beams was merged with synchronized vehicle pose using a shear
method process similar to that described by Visbeck (2002) to
estimate water column velocities with 1 m vertical resolution.
Thresholding of individual beam intensity while accounting for
through-water acoustic attenuation and distance-dependent
beam spreading enabled identification of seafloor contacts and
water column acoustic anomalies attributable to bubble plumes
(further details about method described in Supplementary
Material, Sect. 2.7). Water column and seafloor (i.e., bottom
lock) velocity estimates were then integrated with AUG dead-
reckon navigation estimates to generate a DVL-odometry
estimate of vehicle track which constrained vehicle position
uncertainty to within approximately 15% of distance traveled.
Using this DVL-odometry estimate, locations and intensities of
seafloor and water column acoustic contacts were mapped to
identify possible seep bubble plumes and carbonate hardgrounds.
It is noteworthy that this AUG mapping process required only
20 J/m of linear survey, allowing for unattended mapping
operations of up to weeks in duration before requiring AUG
recharge or recovery.
Seep Target Identification
A series of automated algorithms formulated around Bayesian
statistics, information theory, andmulti-vehicle routing with time
windows were developed and combined to identify cold seeps
using bathymetric, acoustic backscatter, and water column data
collected in real-time. These algorithms are collected into an
application informally called Spock. Use of Spock was intended to
plan ROV dives to increase the number of seeps visited during a
dive (i.e. to advance sites from Possible Seeps to confirmed Seeps
on the Ladder of Seeps). The success of predictions was tested by
human observations from an ROV, and data obtained early in the
cruise were used to update probabilities with the intent of
improving prediction success on each subsequent ROV dive.
The operational significance of our approach is that newly
acquired bathymetric, backscatter, and preliminary water column
data were combined into ROV seep targets in an objective and
reproducible manner in as little as 2 h, faster than analyses done
by hand. The algorithmic approach identified novel candidate
locations that may have otherwise been overlooked and was able
to extract in a quantitative manner the relative strengths of
evidence for seepage while at the same time evaluating sites
without seeps, thereby strengthening the certainty of places
to avoid.
Spock operates by using observation data and evidence of seep
presence to learn the parameters of a Bayesian discrete undirected
graphical model (Buntine, 1994) that correlates seep presence
with local bathymetry and backscatter. Random samples of the
model parameters that were consistent with the data were
generated using the Metropolis Hastings algorithm (MacKay,
1998), which were then used to compute probabilities of seepage
presence. Scores were assigned to visiting each site, which were
computed according to Bayesian multi-armed bandit algorithms
(Kaufmann et al., 2012; Lattimore and Szepesvári, 2020). The
Bandit algorithms assigned a better score if a site had a high
probability of seepage and if it displayed data signals that were
uncommon in the data set. For example, pockmarks are
uncommon in the Costa Rica data set so the influence of
pockmarks on seepage probability was uncertain. Higher
scores directed dives towards pockmarks so that posterior
probabilities were better refined. Bandit algorithms describe
how to select the relative weights of seep probability and
uncertainty, and prove that these strategies result in more
seeps found than only visiting the sites with the highest
probability. A final stage solved for a connected track that
maximized the cumulative score of all visited sites, limited by
how far the ROV could travel over the time allotted to the dive
(Desrosiers et al., 1995).
The initial Bayesian framework applied to the first dive was
based on expert opinion trained on published data for cold seeps
on the Costa Rica margin (Sahling et al., 2008). The Sahling et al.
(2008) study identified 112 candidate seep sites associated with
mounds, pockmarks, and faults visible in the bathymetry map, as
well as high backscatter. The sites labeled with active seepage in
the Sahling et al. (2008) data set were marked as seeps for
4https://confluence.qps.nl/fledermaus7/how-to-articles/how-to-fmmw/how-to-
fmmidwater-feature-detection-in-fmmidwater
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algorithm training. For the planned dives, sites with higher
probability of seepage were identified based on the generated
bathymetric and acoustic backscatter maps. Because prior studies
indicated that seeps were frequently associated with mounds,
pockmarks, faults visible in the bathymetry map, and high
backscatter, locations with evidence of these bathymetric
features and/or backscatter above background levels were
identified from the map and used to build a candidate set of
dive sites.
Bubble plumes identified from MBES water column data
provided additional evidence for seepage, but few plumes were
identified at the time of dive planning. Across all algorithmically
planned dives, 19 plumes were available. When plumes were
available, the location of the seafloor source was visually
estimated from the base of the plume. The estimated source
locations were added to the candidate site set if they did not align
with candidates derived from bathymetry and acoustic
backscatter.
Initial ROV dives were planned by hand, focused on seep areas
defined by others, and took valuable time from other activities
early in the expedition. Five subsequent ROV dives and two
Sentinel AUG missions were planned with Spock’s assistance.
Every potential dive site was labeled in terms of features that were
present, absent, or unmeasured, including mounds, pockmarks,
high backscatter, and bubble plumes. The presence of high slope
was hypothesized to be correlated with seepage and was also
included because the Bayesian approach allows consideration of
primitive hypotheses. Every possible combination of features was
modeled as having a fixed probability of a seep being present.
Over the course of the cruise, Spock learned the seep presence
probabilities, and then used that information to identify the sites
with the highest probability of seepage. Each dive selected 2–10
sites within close proximity to visit out of between 10 and 40
candidate sites that could be reached on a given dive. The Spock
predictions were checked by hand to validate that dive targets
were logical and of scientific interest.
Formulation of site selection as a multi-armed bandit problem
balanced visiting sites that best improved seep presence
probabilities against visiting sites with a high estimated
probability of seepage. Multi-armed bandit algorithms produce
FIGURE 3 | Seep observations photographed by ROV. (A) Corals affixed to carbonate crust outcrops, Dive SO204 (SA4: Jaco); (B)Methane bubble stream rising
out of edge of microbial mat, Dive SO206 (SA1: Pacuare); (C) Jagged carbonate crust outcrops, Dive SO204 (SA4: Jaco); (D) Clam colony nestled along edge of
carbonate crust and adjacent thin microbial mat covered by snails, Dive SO204 (SA4: Jaco); (E) Thick microbial mat fringed by clams, Dive SO210 (SA2: Savegre); (F)
Tubeworms growing from carbonate crust outcrop and flanked by clams, Dive SO208 (SA3: Mounds 11/12). Specific photo locations identified in Supplementary
Materials (Seep_Array_Documentation.pdf).
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strategies for sampling that maximize the expected reward drawn
from unobserved probability distributions; in other words, when
initial probabilities are based on global knowledge, how can that
knowledge be refined in a given location to maximize success in
finding seeps? In this case, the reward was 1 for a seep being
present, and 0 otherwise, and the multi-armed bandit algorithm
selected the combinations of features to visit to maximize
expected reward. Among the many available multi-armed
bandit algorithms, we used Information Directed Sampling
(IDS; Russo and Van Roy, 2018). IDS provides a score for
each possible site and directs that the site with the lowest
score should be visited. By employing this approach, we
sought to maximize opportunities for advancing on the Ladder
of Seeps. IDS was chosen from a selection of bandit strategies
because it is suitable for Bayesian problems, which allowed us to
use priors drawn from previous observations in the area and
model suspected correlations. Furthermore, IDS yields an explicit
quantification of the relative contributions of seep likelihood and
probability refinement towards score, making Spock’s
recommendations more interpretable. While IDS coupled with
our conditional independence model gave scores for each dive,
the choice of which sites to visit was still a combinatorial problem.
Any number of sites could be visited if a path between them could
be produced that was consistent with the average underwater
speed of the vehicle and the time allotted for the dive. The optimal
dive that minimized the IDS score was solved as a discrete search
problem. Bounds on the score of any path that included a set of
sites were computed, which allowed the optimal path to be found
without explicitly evaluating all possible paths.
Seep Mapping
Ship-Based Mapping
The term “seep” is applied to phenomena at a range of scales from
the area of an instrument placed on the seafloor to measure fluid
flux (e.g., Tryon et al., 1999) to a km-scale map feature (e.g.,
Klaucke et al., 2008; Sahling et al., 2008). In order to test
predictions of seep locations with Spock, a seep must be
defined at a scale (50 m) that can be evaluated. To account for
different spatial scales, a mapping hierarchy was defined and
applied to data derived from bathymetry, acoustic backscatter,
and interpreted seafloor sources of plumes. The smallest entity in
the hierarchy is a Seep that is limited to a seafloor dimension of
<5 m based on the size of seeps on land. Fluid flux from an
individual seep is variable over multiple timescales (e.g., Tryon
et al., 1999, Tryon et al., 2002). The scale of a seep is much smaller
than mapping resolution.
Seeps occur in clusters on the seafloor rather than being
randomly distributed, so individual seeps that occur near one
another were collected into Seep Clusters. The scale of Seep
Clusters is conditionally defined to lie between >5 m and <10 s
to 100 s of meters based on observations of cold seeps on land
(Gouveia and Friedmann, 2006; Barth and Chafetz, 2015) and
includes multiple backscatter pixels. The boundary of a seep
cluster occurs at a transition from a higher to lower seafloor
backscatter value. To verify the significance of this boundary, the
mean backscatter value is computed for each interpreted seep
cluster and compared with the mean backscatter value of the
surrounding region. Rather than use raw backscatter values, those
values were binned and re-gridded at 50 m resolution in order to
reduce the influence of data artifacts.
Seep Clusters similarly exist in groupings, designated as Seep
Arrays. Seep Arrays sometimes occur around a clear bathymetric
feature like the Jaco Scar (Seep Array 4; Figure 1), or sometimes
in linear arrays that might reflect seepage along high-angle faults
(Seep Array 2; Figure 1). The purpose of defining Seep Arrays is
to help raise questions about sub-surface structure that might
promote fluid flow. Costa Rican river and lake names were
assigned to Seep Arrays to assist in communication. Given the
desired relationship between Seep Arrays and geologic structures,




At sites visited by the ROV, geologic and biologic observations
were compiled using Squidle+5 open-source software that allows
real-time capture and annotation of ROV observations, coupled to
flexible data storage for post-cruise analysis (e.g., Proctor et al.,
2018). Squidle+ was expanded to include geologic observations like
the state of the seafloor and structures observed (e.g., rubble). By
using Squidle+, the geoscience participants generated consistent
observations from site to site and between observers. The
observations were captured within a classification scheme
established and used by NOAA on the Okeanos Explorer (e.g.,
Gomes-Pereira et al., 2016), modified to include additional
observations that help establish the position of each site on the
Ladder of Seeps. Figure 3 shows examples of the main seafloor
features logged in Squidle+ during ROV dives. Biologic
observations remain generic because of the geoscience expertise
onboard, but the Squidle+ database allows more detailed
interpretations. The classified ROV observations were captured
in a geospatial mapping and analysis system and integrated with
seafloor bathymetry and backscatter maps, MBES water column
analyses, and sample data to build the spatially related Seep
Clusters and Seep Cluster Arrays described above.
Mapping Seafloor Conditions and Dissolved Gases
Seafloor conditions were recorded by the CTD onboard the ROV.
The ROV was also equipped with a double focusing membrane
inlet mass spectrometer operating as payload to identify water
column chemical anomalies in a functionally similar
configuration to that described in Feseker et al. (2014), Camilli
et al. (2010), and Camilli et al. (2009). A 6 mm diameter
polyurethane sample introduction tube connected to the
length of the manipulator arm and backed by a small impeller
pump provided continuous sample introduction to the mass
spectrometer’s inlet. Analytes of interest included methane,
ethane, hydrogen sulfide, propane, carbon dioxide, and
benzene, which were observed in real-time as molecular ion
peak and ratio signatures at m/z: 15, 27, 34:32, 43, 44, and 78,
respectively. Ion peak height data were post-processed with a 10-
5https://squidle.org
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min temporal “box” filter centered at ± 5 min to identify the onset
and approximate magnitude of anomalously increased ion peak
intensities above background levels.
Sample Analyses
Pore water and headspace gas samples were obtained from ROV
push-cores using standard methods (Supplementary Material).
Preserved pore water samples were analyzed for major and minor
elements and oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios at the
University of Bremen. Methane concentrations were measured
from headspace gas samples and from CTD water samples at the
University of California, Santa Barbara by gas chromatography,
and stable carbon isotope ratios of methane were measured at
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Because analytical
precision is much greater than the precision required for the
interpretations reached in this study, details of the methods used
are documented in Supplementary Material.
RESULTS
Water Column Analysis
Water column anomalies that satisfy criteria of size, shape,
amplitude distribution, and position in the water column are
interpreted as bubble plumes (Anderson, 1950; Sullivan-Silva,
1989; Medwin and Clay, 1998) and offer the most substantive
evidence for seafloor seeps from a sea-surface measurement. We
recorded 209 unique bubble plumes that are tabulated in
Supplementary Table S2. Information in those tables
include the interpreted seafloor source of the bubble plume
(X, Y, Z), the date and time it was observed, the number of
points attributed to the bubble plume, our confidence that
the water column anomaly is a bubble plume, and the MBES
source of the observation. Some plumes were recorded by
both MBES systems, and some plumes were recorded more
than once.
The seeps are unevenly distributed in depth over the study area
(Figure 4). Comparing plume occurrence with the distribution of
bathymetry depth nodes suggests that there is no significant
coverage bias in these results (i.e. ca. 5 × difference in number
of depth nodes in survey area inside the upper and lower depth
limits). In addition, small-moderate plumes are present at all
depths, but the largest plumes are found where plumes are
clustered in depth. A gap in plume occurrence is found
between ca. 800–1000 m.
Water column anomalies identified in AUG sonar data
correspond in space to anomalies identified with ship-based
MBES data (Figure 5). While the data were collected at a
FIGURE 4 |Observed depth distribution of water column anomalies (bubble plumes) for EM302 and EM710 datasets. Note that EM710 sonar deactivated in water
depths > ca. 1000 m. (A) Bubble plumes plotted as number of voxels (points) in final Fledermaus model vs. depth for High and Moderate Confidence plume
interpretations. Bottom axis (blue curve) records number of bathymetry nodes in 100 m bins to test for possible coverage bias (e.g., between 800 and 1000 mwhere few
plumes identified). (B) Histogram of EM302 and EM710 High and Moderate Confidence bubble plumes binned in 20 m increments. Note paucity of observations
between 800 and 1000 m water depth.
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much higher acoustic frequency with vastly different spatial
coverage and resolution, processed in a different way, and
collected on different days than the ship recordings, the
correspondence in seep source location between AUG and
MBES data is remarkable.
Seep Mapping
Ship-Based Mapping
Application of the mapping hierarchy led to the identification of
seven Seep Arrays from the combination of ship-based
bathymetry, backscatter intensity, and water column anomalies
(Figure 1). Four of the seven arrays occur in association with
seafloor mounds, faults, and landslides identified by previous
studies (Jaco, Quepos, Sierpe, and Mounds 11/12). A fifth array
(SA2: Savegre) sits just outboard from a long, curved, steep slope
that may coincide with a structural boundary. The remaining two
arrays (Pacuare and Terraba), as well as several individual water
column anomalies in the NW corner of the study area, occur at
∼600–650 m water depth, near the intersection of the base gas
hydrate stability zone with the seafloor.
Two to eight Seep Clusters have been mapped within each
array. Cluster maps, high-resolution seafloor maps, raw and
reclassified backscatter maps, and any additional data used to
map the clusters are found in Supplementary Material
(Seep_Array_Documentation.pdf). The clusters range in area
from 0.01 to ∼1 km2, although most are <0.1 km2. Most clusters
include all key mapping features: water column anomalies,
relatively high backscatter intensities, and some seafloor
bathymetric expression of a fluid pathway, e.g. mound, fault,
break-in-slope, pockmark. A few clusters have no water column
anomalies and were mapped from ROV observations (described
below). Because Seep Clusters are smaller than Seep Arrays, the
bathymetric morphology can change with the scale of the
observation. For example, the clusters mapped in SA3:
Mounds 11/12 consist of a SW plunging ridge, a gentle slope,
and domes (mounds), while individual seeps are found on slopes,
ridges, or mounds. Figure 6 illustrates the mapping of two
clusters that exemplify differences in attributes that may
influence predictions made by Spock. SA1: Pacuare
(Figure 6A) comprises six seep clusters ranging from 0.01 to
0.4 km2, each with a minimum of 2–3 water column anomalies.
At the scale of the array, each cluster occurs along a bathymetric
ridge, although local topography around individual seeps may be
flat. The mean backscatter class value for each cluster is above
local background, although within standard deviation,
particularly for the smaller clusters. In contrast, SA7: Sierpe
(Figure 6B), in the southeast of the study area, contains just
two seep clusters, ranging from 0.01 to 0.03 km2. Both have water
column anomalies, but backscatter intensity is similar to
background. The high-resolution characteristics of these arrays
are described in the next section (ROV Mapping).
In addition to Seep Clusters mapped within each of the
arrays, we also identified individual clusters independent of
the arrays. These clusters were defined in regions where two
to three water column anomalies were identified within a few
hundred meters to a kilometer of each other. The proximity of
the seeps in these clusters suggests a broader geologic control,
but that control was difficult to identify from the available data,
hence they were given no formal Array designation (e.g. Seep




ROV mapping of individual dive sites provided the critical piece
of information that allowed a target site to move from Likely
Seep to Seep on the Ladder, based on observations of seep
biologic communities and carbonate hardgrounds (Figure 2).
The ROV dive sites visited during this expedition display the
authigenic carbonates and associated biologic communities
typical of seafloor seep environments and observed by
previous expeditions to this region (e.g. Bohrmann et al.,
2002; Mau et al., 2006; Klaucke et al., 2008; Sahling et al.,
2008; Levin et al., 2015). Generic descriptions of the seep
communities were sufficient to achieve the Ladder of Seeps
objectives for this study, but the full expedition database is
archived with the R2R repository6 and can be revisited if a more
detailed description of seep characteristics is warranted for
future study. Table 1 records observations of biologic
communities and authigenic carbonates discovered at each
ROV site. Complete tables of Squidle + annotations can be
found in Supplementary Material (Annotations-ROV Excel
FIGURE 5 | AUG sonar observations of bubble plumes in SA1: Pacuare
(red flags) compared with EM302 plume observations (pyramids represent
seafloor source and blue-green-yellow-red colored stalks are bubble plumes
with red colors indicating amplitudes of 3–10 dB and light blue
amplitudes between −30 and −45 dB). Pink lines represent AUG flight path.
Note that plumes identified at bottom of any flight cycle. Yellow line is ROV
Dive 205/206 path. Closely spaced bathymetric contours in dive area at 10 m
increments; shallowest depth contour at top of dive site is −660 m, and
shallowest depth contour at top of image is −600 m. VE  3x. View to NE. Note
that given AUG navigation uncertainties, reasonable correspondence found
between EM302 and AUG plume interpretations.
6https://www.rvdata.us/data
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files). The seep-related biologic communities observed in the
study area included clusters of siboglinid tubeworms, abundant
aggregations of vesicomyid clams, rare mussel beds, deepwater
corals, and bacterial mats. Most are spatially associated
with carbonate crusts, boulders, and mounds (Figure 3).
Seep succession models (e.g. Cordes et al., 2008; Lessard-
Pilon et al., 2010; Bowden et al., 2013; Guillon et al., 2017)
suggest that bacterial mats are the earliest to develop at new
seep sites. Subsequent precipitation of authigenic carbonate
permits mussel colonization, and declining sulfide seepage
allows tubeworm colonies to begin to dominate. Vesicomyid
clams are prominent members of seep communities but
tolerate a large range of chemical fluxes and concentrations,
and as such, are less diagnostic for seep succession
processes. They are, however, thought to enhance the
anaerobic oxidation of methane, which can in turn
accelerate the formation of the authigenic carbonates
needed as substrates by other fauna (Guillon et al., 2017).
Deepwater corals often grow on authigenic carbonates
derived from hydrocarbon seepage, but their nutrition is
considered to come from non-seep sources (Cordes et al.,
2008) and may be concentrated in areas where seeps are no
longer active.
Approximately 30 Seep Sites were documented during nine ROV
dives (Table 1). Detailed maps of each dive site are included in
Supplementary Materials (Seep_Array_Documentation.pdf).
Figure 6 illustrates the key observations at two new sites with
characteristics typical of those used to promote placement of a seep
on the Ladder. SA1: Pacuare (ROV dives SO205/SO206; Figure 6A)
comprises six individual seep clusters ranging from 0.01 to 0.4
square kilometers, each with a minimum of 2–3 water column
anomalies. The seeps all occur at 652–695m water depth
(Supplementary Table S2), within 100m of the intersection of
the base gas-hydrate stability zone with the seafloor (Bohrmann
et al., 2002, and Mapping Seafloor Conditions). At the scale of the
array, the seeps occur along a series of dip-parallel topographic
ridges, although local topography around individual seeps may be
flat. The more well-developed clusters have mound-shaped
topography and high backscatter intensity consistent with well-
developed authigenic carbonates. Because additional seeps and seep
clusters were identified by post-cruise comprehensive water column
analyses, two seep clusters (SC4-5) lie beyond the ROV path. At the
remaining four seep clusters (SC1-3; SC6), characteristic authigenic
carbonates and seep biologic communities were observed
(Figure 6A). SC1 is one of the largest seep clusters in the study
area and consists of 19 individual seeps with an overall cluster
diameter of ∼1 km. The biologic communities suggest that the
most active area of seepage is near the center; the edges of the
cluster are dominated by authigenic carbonates and corals,
whereas the central area contains abundant bacterial mats,
FIGURE 6 | ROV mapping of representative seep clusters. Maps illustrate MBES backscatter and bathymetric contours (meters) for two sites with different seep
characteristics. Seep clusters defined from ship-based mapping are defined by red polygon outlines, labeled by Seep Cluster number. ROV observations annotated in
Squidle + are superimposed. (A) Seep Array 1—Pacuare contains six clusters between 600 and 650 m water depth. Four clusters (SC1-3, SC6) were occupied during
ROV dives SO205/SO206, and display heterogeneous distribution of carbonate crusts, corals, bacterial mats, and tubeworms that occur in regions of higher
backscatter. SC1 characterized by mound-shaped geometry (inset map) while remaining clusters occur on topographic ridges, flats, and valleys. (B) Seep Array
7—Sierpe contains only two seep clusters between 690 and 720 m water depth, dominated by bacterial mats, with no carbonate crusts. Seafloor topography flat with
backscatter values close to background (inset map).
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tubeworms, and authigenic carbonate crusts. Occasional
observations of minor carbonates and/or mats along the
dive pathway suggest the emergence of new seeps, but the
features were likely too small to be identified as targets by
Spock. SC2 and CS3 also display only rare carbonates
and minor bacterial mats but do have water column
anomalies. SC6 is another composite of individual seeps
with 14 water column anomalies. The ROV path intersected
only the southern portion of the cluster, where we found a
heterogeneous mixture of carbonate crusts, bacterial mats, and
minor corals, suggesting a complex distribution of seep
activity.
In contrast to SA1: Pacuare, SA7: Sierpe (Dive SO209;
Figure 6B) contains only two seep clusters at ∼700 m water
depth, ranging in area from 0.01 to 0.03 km2. Water column
anomalies were recognized during the initial shipboard
processing of MBES data in this area. Those anomalies,
coupled with published subsurface indicators of fluid flow
(Kluesner et al., 2013), resulted in a strong pre-dive prediction
of seep targets by Spock. Without those observations, the pre-dive
prediction would have been much weaker, as neither the seafloor
topography nor the backscatter intensity provided any strong
indicators of seepage. The ROV dive identified abundant bacterial
mats, and fields of vesicomyid clams, consistent with a robust
seep in the relatively early stages of development. No carbonate
crusts were observed.
A synthesis of ROV mapping at the dive sites confirms the
presence of biologic communities that would designate a seep as
Active (Figure 2) at approximately two-thirds of the sites
(Table 1). At six of those sites, however, the communities




















Carb Bub Mats Clams Mus TW Cor Seep
status
SO203 01 SA4: SC2 Valley 9.17367 −84.80383 0.678 M m M D
02a SA4: SC1 Ridge 9.17346 −84.80020 0.678 m m AW
02 Flat 9.17339 −84.79889 0.678 m m m R AW
SO204 01 SA4: SC3 High slope 9.14693 −84.81534 0.671 M D
02 SA4 High slope 9.14816 −84.81982 0.380 r N/D
03 SA4: SC5 Slope 9.15017 −84.81900 0.935 M r M AW
04 SA4: SC6 High slope 9.14975 −84.82160 0.380 m M D
05 SA4: SC8 High slope 9.14905 −84.82977 0.380 M D
SO205/
206
01 Flat 9.03937 −84.34600 0.316 m r M D
01a SA1: SC1 Mound 9.04030 −84.34359 0.204 m r r R AW
02 SA1: SC1 Mound 9.04114 −84.34199 0.632 4 M M M m AS
03 SA1: SC1 Mound 9.04468 −84.33996 0.204 R D
04a SA1: SC1 Mound 9.04348 −84.33850 0.204 1 M m r AW
04 SA1: SC1 Mound 9.04291 −84.33815 0.204 N
05 SA1: SC2 Flat 9.03746 −84.33288 0.699 2 r AW
06 SA1: SC3 Flat 9.03436 −84.33575 0.649 2 m m AW
07 Flat 9.03261 −84.32759 0.316 R D
08 Valley 9.03069 −84.33032 0.316 N
09 Ridge 9.02514 −84.32214 0.726 m M R AS
10 SA1: SC6 Ridge 9.02102 −84.31294 0.726 2 M M M M AS
SO207 01 Slope 8.91922 −84.30234 0.291 N
01a SA3: SC4 Mound 8.92010 −84.30300 0.332 M M m M M AS
02a SA3: SC3 Mound 8.92171 −84.30435 0.332 M D
02 Mound 8.92286 −84.30542 0.332 m D
SA3: SC3 Mound 8.92292 −84.30379 0.332 D
Mound 8.91948 −84.30367 0.045 N
SO208 01 SA3: SC2 Slope 8.93081 −84.30925 0.793 2 M D
01a SA3: SC2 Slope 8.93094 −84.31067 0.793 2 M M D
02a Ridge 8.93060 −84.31183 0.793 m M m m m AW
02 SA3: SC1 Ridge 8.93057 −84.31293 0.793 12 m m m AW
SA3: SC2 Mound 8.93125 −84.31021 0.306 2 M r D
SO209 SA7-SC2 Flat 8.71290 −84.17338 0.724 2 m M M AS
01 SA7-SC2 Flat 8.71274 −84.17329 0.977 2 m M M AS
SO210 01 SA2: SC2 Flat 9.04766 −84.39570 0.554 N
02 SA2: SC2 Ridge 9.04920 −84.39359 0.979 5 m M M r m AS
03 SA2: SC2 Flat 9.04828 −84.39275 0.979 2 m m AS
04 Flat 9.05042 −84.38972 0.554 N
05 Flat 9.05855 −84.38414 0.737 N
SO211 Pockmark 9.02954 −85.38527 0.904 N
See text for description. Slope values: mean slope of target and four surrounding cells (30 m grid): Flat ≤3°; Mound/Ridge/Slope/Valley/Pockmark  2–11°; High Slope ≥15°. Predicted
Probability column indicates pre-dive probability of encountering seep at that location (Spock). ROV Observations: Carb: Carbonate crust, Bub: ROV-observed bubbles, Mats: Microbial
Mats, Mus: Mussels, TW: Tubeworms, Cor: Corals; Seep Status: M—Major, m—minor, r—rare, blank—absent. Seep Status: AS—Active/Strong, AW—Active/Weak, D—Dormant,
N—Non-seep
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were dominated by deepwater corals, suggesting that at those
specific sites, seeps may be dormant.
Mapping Seafloor Conditions
Seafloor conditions were recorded by the CTD onboard the ROV,
and the temperature and depth readings are used to document
seafloor conditions (Supplementary Table S3; Supplementary
Figure S1). While temperatures vary at water depths greater than
1000 m, there is good convergence in observations at 700 m.
Combining these observations with a calculation of the hydrate
stability field (Dickens and Quinby-Hunt, 1994) leads to an
inference of the top of the hydrate layer at 580–600 mss,
identical to the depth range reported by Bohrmann et al. (2002).
Porewater and Gas Analyses
The purpose of the porewater and gas analyses is to identify
samples with possible deep fluid components, the top rung in the
Ladder of Seeps, and to gather additional information about the
longevity and frequency of individual seeps. Sample locations are
recorded in Supplementary Table S4. We applied a process and
fluid source framework developed in previous work (e.g.,
Whiticar, 1999; Chan and Kastner, 2000; Kopf et al., 2000;
Silver et al., 2000; Grant and Whiticar, 2002; Lückge et al.,
2002; Milucka et al., 2012) that include water modified by
diagenesis and very low-grade metamorphic reactions
(ultimate goal), water from deep compaction processes
(>1 km), and hydrocarbon gas generated by thermal cracking
of organic matter. Shallow fluid sources and processes that alter
both shallow and deep fluids include water produced from
shallow (<1 km) compaction, biogenic gas generated by
microbial processes, bacterial methane oxidation, and hydrate
formation and disassociation. Given these limited goals and the
limited time and geoscience staff resources available on the ship,
we only collected samples that were analyzed onshore and
excluded ship-based analyses that might better define
microbial processes (e.g., bicarbonate concentration). We also
only took 1–2 samples in each core rather than the more
conventional profiles because we collected short cores (ca.
25 cm) and had insufficient time for more sampling.
Porewater Samples
Most cores consist of only a single porewater analysis (Table 2),
although samples SO210-01, -03, and -06 all include an upper and
lower sample. In most cases, porewaters were extracted from a
depth of 10–15 cm in the core. Ion concentrations are presented
with respect to their concentration in seawater.
Major and Minor Element Analyses
The following cations are enriched in sampled pore waters with
respect to seawater: B, Ba, Fe, K, Mn, Na, P, and Si (Table 2). Only
one sample (SO209-03) has less B than seawater, and two samples
(SO206-04 and SO-210-03) have less Ba than seawater (two
samples have the same concentration of Ba as seawater). All
samples have more Fe than seawater (up to 250 × enrichment),
and all samples are enriched in Mn (up to 500 × enrichment)
except for one sample (SO206-04); which has none. Extreme Fe
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samples are enriched in P with an enrichment up to 15 × (SO204-
04), except for SO206-04, which has half seawater concentration.
K and Na are modestly enriched in all samples (up to 1.4 × for K
and 1.3 × for Na), but sample SO209-03 has a slight Na depletion.
Si is enriched in all samples up to a factor of ca. 5 × (SO210-01).
Ca is enriched in four samples with respect to seawater, like Na
and K, but in most samples, Ca is depleted with as little as 1/3 the
calcium of seawater (SO209-03). Li concentrations hover around
seawater values (0.020–0.031 mM), and the same if found for Mg
(48.9–67.0 mM) except that the number of depleted samples is
smaller and enriched samples greater, and Mg enrichment >
depletion. The average Sr concentration is less than seawater, but
five samples out of 14 have more Sr than seawater.
There is more S in four samples than seawater, but in other
samples S is depleted to such small concentrations (0.337 mM in
SO210-01) that the average of S in all samples analyzed is half of
seawater concentration. Those four samples also have similar
SO2−4 concentrations as seawater, and those samples with little
total sulfur have SO2−4 concentrations from half of seawater to as
little as 4% of seawater sulfate (SO206-04). In general, there is
strong sulfate depletion in the samples analyzed.
Analyzed samples also have both more and less Cl− and Br−
than seawater. In general, depletion and enrichment of both
species occur in the same samples. The lowest Cl− (523.6 mM)
and Br− (0.820 mM) concentrations occur in the same sample
(SO207-02), and the highest Cl− (587.9 mM) and Br−
(0.900 mM) concentrations also occur in a single sample
(SO208-04). Note that two samples (SO210-01u and SO210-
06u) have much higher Cl− (777.1 and 694.0 mM) and Br−
(1.179 and 1.066 mM) concentrations. Both have Cl/Br
comparable to seawater (659 and 651, respectively; SW 
651). Sample SO210-06u was too small for cation analysis,
and major cation (Na, Ca, and Mg) ratios with Cl are less
than seawater, while all other samples have Na/Cl > seawater
and Mg/Cl < seawater and much less than other samples. We
consider these values suspicious because the anion
concentrations are so far from seawater values and the
adjacent, lower samples have values more in line with the
rest of the sample set. These two samples are excluded from
further analysis, but because there is no compelling evidence for
how the samples may have been altered, the values are
nevertheless reported.
TABLE 3 | Sediment headspace gas results.
Dive #-site Sample ID Vol (cc) CH4 (mM) δ
13C (‰) 1σ (‰) Repl Gas detection
Ethane Propane Butane Benzene
SO203-BG SO203-04 3 0.06 ND x
SO203-01 SO203-07a 3 0.03 x x
SO203-01 SO203-07b 6 0.12 −50.62 0.04 2 x x
SO203-02 SO203-03a 3 0.01 x x
SO203-02 SO203-03b 6 0.03 x
SO204-03 SO204-04a 3 2.17 −49.60 0.14 2 x
SO204-03 SO204-04b 6 11.91 −70.15 0.04 2 x x
SO205-02 SO205-02a 3 absent ND x
SO205-02 SO205-02b 6 0.08 ND x
SO205-BG SO205-03a 3 0.01 ND x x
SO205-BG SO205-03b 6 0.09 ND x
SO206-09 SO206-02a 3 14.52 −53.41 0.05 2 x x
SO206-09 SO206-02b 6 9.21 x x
SO206-10 SO206-04a 3 10.48 x x
SO206-10 SO206-04b 6 11.22 −53.12 0.05 2 x x x
SO207-01a SO207-02a 3 38.51 −47.76 0.26 3 x x
SO207-01a SO207-02b 6 0.88 −45.65 0.34 2 x x
SO208-02 SO208-01a 3 0.11 x
SO208-02 SO208-01b 6 0.04 x x x
SO208-02 SO208-04a 3 1.01 −66.58 0.08 2 x
SO208-02 SO208-04b 6 1.06 −70.56 0.06 2 x x
SO209-01 SO209-02a 3 12.09 −83.08 0.10 2 x x
SO209-01 SO209-02b 6 7.84 −84.64 0.16 2 x x
SO209-01 SO209-03a 3 19.66 −76.08 0.29 2 x x
SO209-01 SO209-03b 6 17.62 x x
SO210–02 SO210-01a 3 20.31 −60.78 0.35 2 x x
SO210-02 SO210-01b 6 17.78 −61.98 0.28 2 x x
SO210-02 SO210-03a 3 0.06 −53.82 0.17 2 x x x
SO210-02 SO210-03b 6 0.04 x
SO210-03 SO210-06a 3 28.21 −67.41 0.39 2 x
SO210-03 SO210-06b 6 9.34 −70.40 0.01 2 x x
Concentrations given in mM/L, and δ13C values referenced to PDB standard. ND  Not Determined (too little gas for analysis). Repl column indicates number of replicate analyses of gas
measured to achieve reported δ13C value.
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Stable Isotope Analyses
Oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios of pore waters cluster
around seawater values (Table 2). Oxygen isotope ratios are
all within 0.2‰ of seawater, and hydrogen isotope ratios are
within 2‰ of seawater. The greatest deviations from seawater are
uncorrelated between oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios.
Headspace Gas Samples
Methane Concentration and Ethane, Propane, and Benzene
Detection
Methane gas concentrations range from negligible to absent up to
38.5 mM (Table 3). A cluster of samples with methane
concentrations <1 mM (Figure 7) consist of samples taken as
background samples and seep samples. A second cluster of
samples range from 1 to 10 mM, and the biggest group of
samples have methane concentrations between 10 and 40 mM.
Local background values range from 0.5 to 2.0 nmol/L (Mau et al.,
2006). Ethane is detected in most samples, especially those from
Dives 206, 207, 208, 209, and 210, but propane is detected in only
three samples. Benzene occurs in all but one sample.
Methane Isotope Ratios
Carbon isotope ratios of methane gas range in value from −45.7 to
−84.6‰ (PDB; Table 3). Samples with the lowest methane
concentrations (<5 mM) record isotopic ratios that range from
−45.7 to −70.6‰ while samples with higher methane
concentrations include the full spectrum of carbon isotope
ratios (Figure 5). Two seep arrays show decreasing carbon
isotope ratios with increasing methane concentration (Jaco and
Savegre).Methane analyzed fromMound 11 has similar isotopic
ratios but different gas concentrations, Pacuare also has similar
isotopic ratios but for similar methane concentrations, Mound
12 records low methane concentrations and similar isotopic
ratios, and Sierpe records an increase in carbon isotope ratio
with increasing methane concentration (Figure 7).
CTD Water Samples
Two CTD water samples were collected in the middle of a gas
plume sampled in april and May, 2002 and interpreted by Mau
et al. (2006) to be sourced from a seep on the Jaco Scar (their CTD
7). We collected samples at 1780 and 1800 mss where Mau et al.
(2007) encountered methane concentrations between 50 and
>200 nmol/L with an average of 85.2 nmol/L.
We found methane concentrations with an average of
52.0 nmol/L with individual values as great as 72.6 nmol/L
(Supplementary Table S5). While these values are on the low
end of methane concentrations measured by Mau et al. (2007), they
are still well above the concentrations measured byMau et al. (2014)
FIGURE 7 | Headspace methane gas concentration vs. carbon isotope ratio of methane. Methane gas concentration ranges from negligible to 38.5 mM, and
carbon isotope ratios range from −45.7 to −84.6‰ PDB, covering spectrum from thermogenic to biogenic methane. Note that two samples from Mound 11 differ in
methane concentration but yield similar carbon isotope ratios; these are two samples taken at different depths in same core and suggest recent influx of methane in order
to create a large concentration gradient.
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outside the plume (7.1 nmol/L) and at offset background sites
(1.9, 1.3, and 0.8 nmol/L). In addition, we measured C3
concentrations (average  17.0 nmol/L) that are also above
the methane background concentrations.
In Situ Mass Spectrometer Results
Water column chemical anomalies identified by the ROV’s
payload mass spectrometer (Supplementary Table S6) are a
rare fraction of the in-situ measurement record (n  3170) for
methane, ethane, hydrogen sulfide, propane, carbon dioxide, and
benzene (representing 1.5%, 0.88%, 0.28%, 1.1%, 1.8%, and
0.32%, of the sample record, respectively). Methane, carbon
dioxide, and propane anomalies exhibit correlation across all
ROV dives, but the relative magnitude of these water column
anomalies appear to be independent of sediment headspace gas
sample concentrations collected at neighboring locations. The
relative magnitudes of propane anomalies are highest when the
carbon isotope ratio of methane in an adjacent sample is less
negative. Of the 46 methane anomalies recorded on Dives
204–210, 36 occurred within the limits of seep clusters
previously mapped. CO2 anomalies are the most abundant of
the monitored analytes and had the highest discovery rate outside
of seep clusters (8 of 58 anomalies). Ethane and propane
anomalies are less common but were also detected on all
dives, both species of anomalies occurring most often during
Dives 204 and 210. All but 4 out of 28 (ethane) and 34 (propane)
anomalies occur within mapped seep cluster boundaries, and the
4 exceptions are co-located with one another.
In contrast to the headspace gas samples, benzene was only
detected during Dive 204 (9 anomalies) and 208 (1 anomaly).
Seven occurrences of H2S anomalies were recorded on Dive 204,
and one each during Dive 208 and 210. All H2S anomalies occur
within seep clusters and are associated with seeps (including
bubble plumes) on Dives 208 and 211.
An ROV data logging failure prevented simultaneous recording
of analyte water stream temperature, precluding estimation of
chemical species concentrations in absolute terms. If these
anomalies are considered within the context of depth-dependent
temperature records logged by same-day CTD casts, the ion peak
data indicate mole fraction anomaly ranges above background of
between: 10 ppb and 10 ppm for methane, 10 and 100 ppb for
ethane and propane, and 1 and 10 ppb for benzene. Fragmentary
temperature logs suggest that analyte fluids with elevated
temperatures may have contributed to an amplification of ion
intensity anomalies detected in the vicinity of the Jaco scar.
Mapping Synthesis and Seep Classification
Based on ship-based mapping, ROV observations, and sample
analyses, we classified each seep location as (Table 1): 1) Active
Strong, requiring the presence of microbial mats or clams, a
headspace methane concentration >10mM, and optional
observation of bubble plume(s); 2) Active Weak with a seep
biologic community but headspace methane concentration from
1 to 10mM; 3) Dormant, where carbonate crusts and seep biota
reflect past active seepage, but for which there is no evidence of
methane in headspace gas samples and microbial mats and clams
that require high methane flux are absent; and 4) Non-seep, where
no biologic, chemical, or physical evidence of seepage is present.
This classification is necessary for algorithmic seep predictions.
Predicted Seep Candidates and Outcomes
Spock was used to plan most ROV dives and two AUG missions
incorporating new data collected during the expedition. Early
Spock dive plans were compared with independent plans
constructed by humans, and subsequent plans were only
checked by humans, thereby freeing staff to devote more time
to new data analysis and interpretation. Further details on Spock
implementation are described in Supplementary Material.
Prior to the cruise, Spock was trained on bathymetric feature
presence and backscatter data derived from previous cruises on
the Costa Rican active margin (Sahling et al., 2008). Features that
were absent from this training data were instantiated with priors
that reflected their expected influence on seep probabilities (i.e.
expert opinion).
Previously detected seepage at a site and high confidence
evidence of bubbles were instantiated with strong positive
priors so that sites with those features were more likely to
show evidence of seepage (Table 4). Medium confidence
bubble signatures were instantiated with a weaker positive
prior. Low confidence bubbles and high slope were predicted
to influence probability of seepage, but the impact, whether
positive or negative, was unknown a priori. These features
were instantiated with an uninformative prior that initially did
not influence predictions. The effects of those features were
learned through data gathered on the cruise.
Table 4 records predicted seep probabilities for the feature
combinations visited by Spock alongside truth values for how
many of those sites had seepage present. Prior probabilities are
based on training data only, while posterior probabilities are
based on both training data and data gathered during the cruise
(Table 1; Active Strong and Active Weak seeps are counted as
seeps present in this analysis, and Dormant or Non-seep results
are seeps absent). Empirical probabilities with 1 standard
deviation (1σ  68%) confidence intervals are computed using
the Wilson score interval for binomial events (Wilson, 1927;
Wallis, 2013), but most feature combinations lacked sufficient
information to compute meaningful average values.
Few sites were visited for each combination of features, and
this introduces significant uncertainty into empirical measures of
seep presence probability. The prior probabilities of elevated
backscatter, mounds with elevated backscatter, and elevated
backscatter with high confidence bubbles are within the 1σ
confidence interval of the empirical seep probabilities. The
predictions reflect the algorithm’s belief that areas of high
slope interpreted as normal fault scarps have a low probability
of seepage, but high confidence bubbles are strongly associated
with seeps, both of which held true throughout the cruise.
Unmodeled bathymetric features, like flat seafloor, valleys, and
ridges (Table 1), yielded no examples of seeps without further
supporting indications (high backscatter or high confidence
bubbles).
When observations from the cruise are included, modeled
probabilities for seeps along high slopes and unmodeled
bathymetric features drop and align better with empirical
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probabilities, illustrating the benefit of expanded datasets. All
predictions are within the empirical 1σ confidence interval, and
the mean deviation from the maximum likelihood empirical
estimate drops to 0.115. The greatest change in pre- and post-
cruise probabilities, both increase and decrease, arise from feature
combinations that were rare or absent from the training set (e.g.,
high slope presence and mid-confidence bubble signatures).
In addition to generating probabilities of seepage, Spock can
extract a relative measure of the impact of each feature on the
probability of seepage (Table 5). The algorithm produces an
expected probability of seepage conditioned on the feature being
present, and a probability conditioned on seepage being absent.
If the former is larger, it indicates that seepage is more likely
when the feature is present, so the feature has a positive impact.
In the opposite case, seepage is more likely without that feature.
If the two are identical, seepage is just as likely regardless of
whether the feature is present, and so the feature has no impact.
While the relative influence of most features remains
unchanged, the ranking of individual features shifted with
the cruise results.
DISCUSSION
We applied a series of new and established technologies to search
for seeps on the Costa Rica accretionary margin:
1) Water column imaging from MBES and a novel AUG
Doppler sonar survey
2) In situ mass spectrometry to identify hydrocarbons
dissolved in ocean water that complement traditional core
and CTD water analyses and help ascend a Ladder rung in
our search for deep-sourced fluids
3) A decision-support system based on a Ladder of Seeps that
helps define the data required to reach a specific scientific
conclusion and Spock, a computer algorithm designed to
use low resolution screening data and expert opinion to
identify higher probability seep targets
Did these steps prove useful in improving operational
efficiency and success rate in the search for higher probability,
deep-sourced seep sites?
To evaluate the impact of our approach, the state of
knowledge before the Falkor expedition must be defined.
Sahling et al. (2008) conducted “a systematic search for
methane-rich seeps at the seafloor” and documented >100
seeps. This compilation was based on 4 separate research
cruises between 1999 and 2003, each cruise requiring
approximately one month of ship time, plus additional
bathymetric data collected earlier (Ranero et al., 2003).
However, the resolution of the regional bathymetric map
used for this analysis was only 100 m (von Huene et al.,
2000; Ranero et al., 2008), which limited the scale of features
that could be identified (>100 m). While this scale of
observation was sufficient to detect the major seep clusters
mapped in this study, some of the smaller seep clusters
would have gone unrecognized (e.g., SC5 in SA1: Pacuare,
Supplementary Materials: Seep_Array_Documentation.pdf).
The Sahling et al. (2008) compilation contains a mixture of sites
where seep biota confirm the need for fluid flux from below the
seafloor, and sites where possible seep candidates are defined by
seafloor morphology and acoustic backscatter. Subsequent Alvin
dives (e.g., seeps 64 & 68; Sahling et al., 2008) demonstrated that
TABLE 4 | Seep presence and probabilities—Spock results.
Features at site Number with seep
present/absent
Empirical seep probability Prior seep probability Posterior seep probability
Elevated backscatter 6/4 0.59 ± 0.15 0.678 0.639
Elevated backscatter, high slope 0/1 ID 0.674 0.368
Elevated backscatter, previously observed seepage 1/0 ID 0.906 0.928
High slope 0/3 0.13 ± 0.13 0.390 0.069
Unmodeled bathymetric features 0/4 0.10 ± 0.10 0.392 0.139
Mound, elevated backscatter, high confidence bubbles 1/0 ID 0.582 0.840
Mound, elevated backscatter 3/6 0.35 ± 0.15 0.225 0.212
Elevated backscatter, low confidence bubbles 1/0 ID 0.655 0.736
High confidence bubbles 2/0 ID 0.723 0.775
Mound 0/1 ID 0.079 0.022
Elevated backscatter, high confidence bubbles 3/0 0.88 ± 0.13 0.903 0.976
Mid confidence bubbles 0/2 ID 0.673 0.325
Elevated backscatter, pockmark 0/1 ID 0.847 0.738
Features column lists individual and combinations of features. Number column indicates observations of seeps present or absent. See text for explanation of different probabilities. ID 
Insufficient Data (i.e. too few observations for meaningful calculation of mean probability).
TABLE 5 | Relative impacts of individual features at beginning and end of cruise.
Feature Prior impact Posterior impact
Previous seepage ++ (1) ++ (2)
High confidence bubbles ++ (2) ++ (1)
Medium confidence bubbles ++ (3) ++ (3)
Elevated backscatter + (1) + (1)
Pockmarks + (2) + (3)
Low confidence bubbles None (1) + (2)
High slope None (2) -- (1)
Mounds -- -- (2)
++: Strong Positive, +: Weak Positive, None: No impact, -: Weak Negative, --: Strong
Negative, (#): Numbers reflect order ranking within category.
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some of the seep candidates classified as seeps had no evidence
of seepage. Using the Ladder of Seeps, this distinction includes
Seeps (confirmed flux) and Possible Seeps. Moreover, seeps
described by Sahling et al. (2008) include seep clusters and
seep arrays from our mapping hierarchy, both of which contain
multiple individual seeps.
In addition to testing our approach at established seeps,
the Falkor expedition documented 24 seep clusters and
numerous additional isolated seeps never before described
with only a single 10-days cruise. Fourteen of the newly
identified seep clusters occur in 3 seep arrays: SA1:
Pacuare, SA2: Savegre, and SA5: Terraba, and these 3 seep
arrays alone may account for a substantial fraction of the total
subsurface fluid flux released into the ocean along this part of
the margin.
Application of Modern Acoustic Methods
A significant contributor to our success was the use of modern
MBES swath-mapping systems and collection and analysis of water
column backscatter data unavailable during the previous R/V
Sonne and Meteor expeditions. While the benefits of water
column data to regional seep surveys is established (e.g., Skarke
et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2014), this study further strengthens the
value of collecting, processing, and interpreting water column data
by documenting another successful example. The Falkor MBES
systems resulted in a >3× improvement in seafloor resolution
(30 m) and a continuous backscatter map (15 m), allowing a more
detailed description of seafloor geomorphic forms and a better
appreciation of nested geomorphic forms (e.g., Jasiewicz and
Stepinski, 2013). However, as demonstrated by the Alvin dives
referenced above, the use of bathymetric morphology and seafloor
backscatter alone yields an incomplete picture of seep occurrence,
including false negative interpretations.
The Ladder of Seeps requires a critical examination of each
sonar system (Supplementary Table S7) and its ability to help
ascend from a Likely Seep to Seep (Figure 2). One examination is
based on a comparison of acoustic anomalies derived from each
of the shipboard MBES systems (Figure 8A) because the data are
collected at the same time, which reduces the uncertainty created
by varying seep flux over time. This analysis documents fewer
anomalies recorded by the 70 kHz data (Supplementary
Material), which is attributed to a smaller swath width (i.e.
less water column interrogated), higher frequency energy
interacting with bubble plumes differently (i.e. bubble size
distribution), and a lower signal-noise in the 70 kHz data.
However, the 70 kHz data also identify anomalies unseen in
the 30 kHz data (e.g., SA3: Savegre—SC3; Figure 8B).
The manner of multiple ship operations also provides a time
record of bubble plumes with as many as five observations made
over 9 days (Figure 8C). The details of this comparison are
provided in Supplementary Material, but the complexities of
varying seep flux, changing ocean current directions and
magnitude, and uncertainty in seafloor source locations make
comparison of specific seeps difficult to impossible. While a
multitude of sonar issues (e.g., static offsets and ray-tracing
errors) can affect the location of water column anomalies in
space, we think the biggest potential error arises from the
extrapolation of water column points, especially when the base
is above the seafloor, back to its seafloor source. However,
comparing seeps within a seep cluster is feasible (Figure 8C),
and the spatial scale of clusters is comparable to the grid
dimensions used by Spock (50 m), which minimizes the
impact of small errors locating individual seeps. Within the 9-
FIGURE 8 | (A) Comparison of EM302 (blue) and EM710 (red) bubble
plumes in SA1: Pacuare. Excellent overlap of points recorded at same
time supports interpretation that both sonars imaging same plumes.
Plumes on left side near sharp corner in ROV path (yellow line) are
SC2. Inset figure shows seafloor source of S1 (blue) and S2 (red).
Distance along yellow ROV path between the two seep clusters ∼450 m.
(B)Moderate confidence anomalies identified on EM710, SA2: Savegre-
SC3. No comparable anomalies are apparent on EM302 data, offering
evidence of false negative in 30 kHz data. Colors in water column
anomalies represent acoustic backscatter amplitude with red colors at
+10 dB and light blue colors at −9 dB. Distance between main grouping
of plumes and outlier plume ∼380 m (C) Time series of EM302 data,
SA2: Savegre-SC2. While anomalies were observed at all times, number
of anomalies varies over 9-days timespan.
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days observation period most seep clusters remain active
although the number of individual seeps will change. There
are seep clusters (e.g., SA3: Savegre—SC3; Figure 8B) that are
only observed at one time (two observations).
Acoustic anomalies recorded by the AUG sonar provide a
novel contribution to the time history of seeps. The AUG sonar
recorded acoustic anomalies near anomalies documented by
EM302 and EM710 data (Figure 5), but additional anomalies
are identified farther from established anomalies. These may be
false positive results, or they could reflect lower bubble fluxes or
smaller bubble sizes-further research is required to work out the
limits of this new approach. Nevertheless, the potential for an
AUG sonar to document a long-term time record of seeps
identified by ship-based sonars is tremendous.
Long-Term Episodic Behavior of Seeps and
Seep Durability
Because this is a well-studied margin and our cruise revisited
documented seep locations, our results contribute to the record of
decade-scale seep durability. However, previous authors apply the
term seeps at a multitude of scales so some translation of previous
results into our seep/seep cluster/seep array hierarchy is required.
Comparison of individual seeps at a scale of 2–5 m—well below
mapping resolution—is difficult to impossible so a more feasible
objective is comparison of seep clusters and seep arrays.
The crest of the Jaco scar was identified as a site of active
seepage (Sahling et al., 2008), and our expedition recovered CTD
samples with methane well above background at the same sites
sampled by Mau et al. (2014). Some of the seep clusters within
SA4: Jaco (SC3, 4, 7, 8 in Table 1) contain well-developed deep-
sea corals that would have used seep-related carbonates as a
substrate. There was limited evidence along our ROV dive paths,
however, for bacterial mats or other fauna that require a
continuous, currently active source of methane, and no water
column acoustic anomalies were observed, suggesting that at least
some of the seeps are dormant. However, our Jaco seep sites
visited by ROV are different than those studied by Mau et al.
(2014) so even though they documented seep evolution on the
year timescale with subsequent cruises, we can only confirm that
the Jaco seep array maintains evidence of seepage on a 15- years
timescale.
Previous expeditions to Mounds 11 and 12 collected methane
flux observations between 2002 and 2009 (Linke et al., 2005; Mau
et al., 2006; Füri et al., 2010; Tryon et al., 2010; Levin et al., 2015).
All expeditions observed elevated methane concentrations near the
seafloor. In 2005, the R/VAtlantis (AT-11-28) deployed submarine
flux meters for 12months (Füri et al., 2010). High-flux events were
observed near the beginning and end of the deployment, as well as
in late Sept-early Oct 2005, approximately midway through the
deployment (Füri et al., 2010). Füri et al. (2010) also noted episodic
free gas expulsions at Mounds 11 and 12 in the Spring of 2009 (RV
Atlantis AT 15–44). Combining our observations with these
previous data leads to the recognition that the Mound 11 seep
system (our SA3: SC4) remains active on the days, weeks, months,
year-long, and 15- years timescales, and the adjacent Mound 11
seep cluster (SA3: SC3) visited by Tryon et al. (2010), where they
observed mats, may have become dormant (Table 1). Comparing
our results for Mound 12 with previous work is complicated by the
fact that Tryon et al. (2010) report no location information for their
observations, but both of the seep clusters that we observed (SA3:
SC1 and SC2) had either ROV-observed bubbles ormats (Table 1),
consistent with the record of mats by Tryon et al. (2010) at Mound
12 and the observation of seep biota on the seafloor andmethane in
seawater above Mound 12 by Mau et al. (2006). On this basis, we
conclude that Mound 12 has remained an active seep for 13 years
or more. U/Th dates of the seep-derived carbonate at the two sites
range from 3.4 to 10 ka (Kutterolf et al., 2008), reflecting a
protracted history of seep processes during which shorter period
processes wax and wane.
All of the observations regarding short- and long-term seep
episodicity and durability suggest that the search for active seeps is
best conducted at the scale of seep clusters and arrays, with a search
duration of at least 1–2 weeks. Autonomous approaches such as
AUG water column mapping coupled to Spock’s decision-making
capabilities constitute a possible breakthrough in our ability to
identify and map these systems efficiently and at low-cost.
Seep Fluid Chemistry and Sources
The goal of this study is to improve the chances of finding seeps
with deep-sourced fluids using a Ladder of Seeps framework.
Inorganic fluid chemistry is critical to this effort as a means of
gaining insights into silicate mineral reactions in seismogenic
intervals (e.g., Moore and Vrolijk, 1992). Because fluid volumes at
seismogenic depths (ca. 10–15 km) are small compared to the
fluid volume in near-surface, porous sediments, extreme dilution
of deep fluids is expected for shallow samples. Organic gases serve
as a deep-fluid proxy if compounds are discovered that only form
at elevated temperatures.
The characteristics of deep-sourced fluids along the Costa
Rican margin, defined by ODP Leg 170 and IODP Expedition 334
samples and analyses, include lower salinity fluids (e.g., Silver
et al., 2000), Li and Ca enrichment (Chan and Kastner, 2000; Kopf
et al., 2000; Torres et al., 2014; Expedition 334 Scientists, 2011)
and elevated B (Kopf et al., 2000). In addition, higher
hydrocarbons are found in active subduction faults (Lückge
et al., 2002), and ethane is interpreted as coming from a
thermogenic source based on carbon isotope ratios.
We applied three methods to seek deep-sourced fluids. Two
methods (CTD water samples and in-situ mass spectrometry;
Figure 2, top Ladder rung) search for dissolved hydrocarbon
gases in the ocean that reflect deep-sourced fluids. The final
method, samples from sediment cores, yields more detailed
information on proxy gases and inorganic chemistry. The
mass spectrometer deployed on the ROV produces a larger
dataset (ca. 3100 samples vs. 16 sediment and two CTD water
samples) collected while undergoing other tasks, and it allows
qualitative identification of anomalies in real-time. Sediment and
CTD water samples require dedicated ship time to collect and the
technical experience to choose the ‘best’ sample locations, but
they provide more detailed information about concentrations and
isotopic ratios as well as inorganic species. The benefits and
limitations of each method are outlined in Supplementary Table
S7, but our synthesis suggests that a combination of approaches
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provides the greatest confidence in ascending the ladder to the top
rung: confirmed deep-sourced fluids.
The inorganic geochemistry of pore waters offers no
compelling evidence for deep-sourced fluids. While some
measurements of Cl are below seawater values, as low as
524 mM/l, these values remain closer to seawater chlorinity
than the values found in ODP drilling (Silver et al., 2000),
and our samples’ proximity to hydrate makes Cl variations
from hydrate formation/disassociation difficult to exclude.
Li concentrations (Table 2) are lower than seawater
concentrations, consistent with the observations of Torres
et al. (2014), and the one sample with more Li than seawater is
well below the Li concentration inferred to reflect deep fluid sources
(74 μM; Torres et al., 2014 and up to 148 μM, Kopf et al., 2000).
Measured calcium concentrations are likely primarily affected
by abundant carbonate crust formation, and indeed most
values are below seawater concentration (Table 3). While
some samples have B concentrations above seawater, these
are interpreted as resulting from alteration of organic matter
(see below).
Methane is one species that is found in high concentrations
with respect to seawater. In Figure 9A, samples are divided into
those with <1 mM concentration (blue border), 1–10 mM
(orange border), and >10 mM (red border). Samples with no
methane have near-seawater sulfate concentrations. In many
methane-rich samples, sulfate is almost exhausted. Samples
without methane have >2× B than seawater (Figure 9B),
much more P than seawater (Figure 9C), and near-seawater
FIGURE 9 | Pore water summary graphs for methane alteration processes. In each plot orange diamond is seawater reference. Samples with >10 mM methane
outlined in red, and 1–10 mMmethane outlined in orange. Methane-poor samples (<1 mM) have no outline. (A) Head-space methane gas concentration vs. pore water
sulfate concentration. Many methane-rich samples are depleted in sulfate. (B) Sulfate vs. boron concentration in pore waters. Methane-poor samples enriched in B with
respect to seawater, reflecting organic matter degradation without sulfate reduction. Most methane-rich samples have B concentrations closer to seawater. (C)
Sulfate vs. phosphorous concentration in pore waters. Methane-poor samples enriched in P with respect to seawater, reflecting organic matter degradation without
sulfate reduction. Most methane-rich samples have P concentrations closer to seawater, but 2 methane-rich samples have high P concentration. (D) Sulfate vs. calcium
concentration in pore waters. Methane-poor samples have sulfate and Ca concentrations near seawater but methane-rich samples have depleted sulfate and Ca from
carbonate precipitation.
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FIGURE 10 | Synthesis of seep results. Data arranged by seep array (columns) and cluster (rows); gray boxes indicate no seep cluster defined, orange boxes reflect
seep clusters unvisited by ROV, and blue boxes visited by ROV but no samples obtained. Each seep cluster divided into 4 observation types: 1) acoustic anomalies/
bubble plumes (upper left); B: 5 + plumes, b: <5 plumes, and blank  0 plumes; 2) observed seep biota and substrate (upper right) where upper case indicates major
component and lower case is minor component; M: mats; T: tubeworms; Cl: clams; Co: corals; Ca: carbonate; 3) mass spectrometer anomalies (lower left); C:
methane; ethane; ◆: propane; ▲: benzene; +: carbon dioxide; ✦: hydrogen sulfide); 4) pore water and head-space gas results from push cores (lower right); C:
methane >20 mM;○: methane  1–10 mM; tr: methane <0.1 mM; ethane;◆: propane;▲: benzene;✦: sulfate  0–5 mM;✧: sulfate  2–20 mM; SW: sulfate  >20 mM;
letters following methane symbols indicate δ13C ratios: t: -40 to −50‰; m: −50 to −65‰; b: < −65‰.
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Ca concentrations (Figure 9D). This pattern of concentrations is
interpreted as alteration of organic matter contributing B and P
species to porewaters without any calcite precipitation.
In contrast, the methane-rich samples have B and P
concentrations much closer to seawater values, and calcium
concentrations are half or less than seawater concentrations.
For these samples the source of carbon is methane, which is
consumed by Anaerobic Oxidation of Methane (AOM; e.g.,
Milucka et al., 2012), which results in no change in B or P
concentrations. AOM reactions consume sulfate (Milucka et al.,
2012), resulting in the near exhaustion of sulfate in methane-rich
samples.
Carbon isotope ratios of methane show no clear pattern with
methane concentration (Figure 7) but range from values around
−50‰ that could reflect thermogenic methane and values as low
as −84.6‰, which represent biogenic methane. Interpretation of
thermogenic methane at Mound 11 (Figure 7) is consistent with
more detailed analyses, as is the biogenic gas interpretation for
Mound 12 (Schmidt et al., 2005; Füri et al., 2010; Krause et al.,
2014).
In headspace gas samples, ethane, propane, and benzene are
detected (Table 3), but the gas concentrations remain
unquantified. Propane and benzene occurrences are especially
critical because there is a high probability that they are only
produced by thermal cracking of organic matter. Moreover, in-
situ mass spectrometer measurements (Figure 10) indicate
propane and benzene anomalies at just over half of the seep
clusters visited, and in just over half of those sites they occur
together. Even though carbon isotope ratios of methane samples
indicate a large biogenic gas component in many samples, the
presence of propane and benzene in samples suggests that seeps
at all dive sites have some unquantified fraction of
thermogenic gas.
While it is tempting to try to work out biogenic/thermogenic
gas proportions based on carbon isotope ratios, the problem is
further complicated by AOM processes that can increase the
carbon isotopic value of residual methane if methane conversion
is incomplete (e.g., Whiticar, 1999). Sulfate concentrations in
pore water combined with flux inferences derived from seep biota
(e.g., mats reflect high fluxes) could constrain AOM reaction
progress, a necessary variable in the Rayleigh distillation problem
arising from incomplete AOM consumption. Preliminary
calculations suggest that our data suite remains too
unconstrained to provide meaningful estimates of thermogenic
gas proportion.
In summary, hydrocarbon gases offer good evidence for deep-
sourced fluids, and on this basis, we confirm access to a deep fluid
source at Mound 11 and suggest that most or all sites have
received some component of thermogenic gas. While AOM
complicates interpretation of a thermogenic gas from carbon
isotope ratios, the presence of propane and benzene are proxy
indicators of a thermogenic gas component. If Spock were
expanded to rank the probability of sampling a higher
concentration of deep-sourced fluids in subsurface samples
(e.g., by scientific drilling) at each seep cluster, then an
evolved approach that yields an improved estimate of the
fraction of thermogenic gas is warranted.
Utility of Decision-Support Systems
Formal decision-support systems offer a number of benefits for
documenting important decisions undertaken during scientific
investigations and rendering them reproducible. These systems
require a clear definition of what constitutes advancement and
success, and the Ladder of Seeps was developed as a foundation
for this purpose. A crucial aspect of decision-support systems is
that they tolerate analytical uncertainty that may arise from
processing and interpreting data quickly if that uncertainty has
no appreciable impact on the probability distributions used by
Spock. In other words, the use of a decision-support system
specifies where back-of-the-envelope results are sufficient, and
where results must be produced at a high precision. All of the data
collection and analysis efforts in our study follow this principle
(e.g., construction of a seafloor backscatter product using a
generic processing workflow).
As deployed on this expedition, Spock was intended to
improve the probability that visited sites could ascend to the
‘Seep’ rung in the Ladder of Seeps. Conceptually, this is
performed by analyzing remote observations that allow a
site to be identified as ‘Possible Seep’ or ‘Likely Seep’, and
identifying combinations of observations that are more likely
to be associated with fluid release. Because photographic
identification is used to identify seep-dependent biota
and confirm the acoustic bubble plume interpretation by
verifying the flux of nutrients to the seafloor, visiting the
site remains necessary to move up the ladder. Spock allows the
associations between combinations of features and seepage
probability to be learned quickly and balances the advantage
of gathering new information against the benefits of visiting
sites with high probability of seepage. Using Spock to perform
dive planning resulted in significant time savings, allowed
dives to make use of information from the most recent
observations, and generated an objective record of why
specific sites were chosen for investigation. A more detailed
comparison between Spock and human-planned dives in
terms of time and efficacy is presented in the
Supplementary Material.
Even though our survey area was large and many seeps were
visited, the number of unique observations remains small
(Table 4), leading to some counter-intuitive conclusions. For
example, the inference that high slope areas (normal fault scarps)
are a good indicator that no seeps will be found (Table 5) arises
from the Spock search for active seeps. Normal fault scarps are
most common over the Jaco Scar, but the absence of water
column anomalies and the abundance of deep-sea corals led
us to consider this a dormant and weak-active (SA4: Jaco—SC5)
seep array. The in-situ mass spectrometer data recorded a large
number of anomalies for all species (Figure 10), but we think the
number of anomalies is more affected by local data acquisition
conditions than seep flux. How seeps are classified is critical for
Spock’s success, and this is an area that requires further research
to reach a scientific consensus, which in turn will lead to
modifications of the Ladder of Seeps. The Ladder is an explicit
description of a community picture of seep systems. The Spock
algorithms will benefit from a database of priors that incorporates
more global information about seeps at different scales while
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retaining the flexibility to adapt to local conditions. Moreover, the
means to steer vehicles away from sites that have features without
demonstrated seepage is an important benefit that probably
exceeds human capabilities.
As an example, Spock inferred that mounds are considered
good indicators that no seeps will be found. However, this
inference arises because features are defined at a scale of 50 m,
a dimension chosen to ensure a high probability of finding a seep
at that location if there is one to be found. Others have described
mounds as an important seep element in this region, but those
descriptions are at the scale of a seep cluster (e.g., Klaucke et al.,
2008, describe Mounds 11 and 12 as 600–1000 m across) that is
too large for efficient seep surveys. Bathymetric morphologies
defined at a multitude of scales may further help identify
successful seep candidates. The observation also illustrates the
importance of adding water column data to Spock’s priors-high
predicted probabilities for Dive nine sites (with no mound)
depended on the availability of preliminary water column
processing.
The Spock algorithms used observations from MBES and
ROV dives to improve the planning and prediction model,
resulting in shifts in the relative importance of different
features (Table 5). The rate-limiting step in this work was the
processing of raw MBES data and preliminary interpretation.
Even simple tasks like identifying bathymetric morphology are
daunting with large datasets, in particular if considering
morphologic features at multiple scales of observation.
Efficient, automated systems for aiding this analysis are
available (e.g., Geomorphons; Jasiewicz and Stepinski, 2013)
and could be added to the workflows. The presence of water
column anomalies had the biggest impact on the success of
finding seeps, but it was impossible to process the water
column data during the cruise with the limited staff available.
While the Feature Detection filters in FMMidwater are a benefit
for finding anomalies, either more staff or faster filtering methods
are needed to produce precise seafloor seep locations for Spock
predictions in real-time.
The combined Ladder of Seeps and Spock approach could
be modified to address other pressing questions, like
estimating global fluxes of chemical species from seeps (e.g.,
Mau et al., 2006). Improved estimates probably derive from
recognizing different seep types with different time-integrated
fluxes. An analogous Ladder could be constructed to help
define these seep types and the data needed to confirm any
particular seeps as one type at a specified confidence level, and
a Spock routine could be devised to efficiently collect the
necessary data to achieve a confident extrapolation to all
seep candidates.
SUMMARY
To address the question posed at the outset, the combined Ladder
of Seeps and Spock approach provided us an effective and
inexpensive means to identify seeps with the potential to yield
deep-sourced fluids. Thirty seep sites were identified and visited
with 9 ROV dives over the space of only 10 days, facilitated by the
application of the Ladder framework within Spock’s decision-
making algorithms, coupled to historical data. High resolution
bathymetry and backscatter data, coupled with water column
anomalies allowed us to get from Possible to Likely Seep and
helped us identify successful targets for ROV dives that collected
observations allowing us to ascend to the highest confirmed
seep rungs.
As a result of this short expedition, we identify SA3: Mound
11 and SA1: Pacuare as good candidates to pursue subsurface
data collection studies to evaluate fluid migration pathways
that could be sampled via cores taken hundreds of meters
below the seafloor to obtain undiluted samples of deep-sourced
fluids. A fair question is whether Spock would have brought us
to Mound 11 in the absence of prior seep information and the
absence of bubbles, but the proximity to Mound 12, the
bathymetric morphology, and the high backscatter may
have sufficed. In contrast, the decision to visit SA1: Pacuare
was solely Spock’s and is predicated based on the high number
of bubble plumes, the close proximity of seep targets, and the
bathymetric morphology and backscatter character. There is
no prior indication of seeps at SA1: Pacuare. Seismic imaging
of potential deep fluid-flow pathways at these seep clusters
would reinforce the screening data collected during this study
and provide a compelling reason for scientific drilling likely to
result in a high probability of scientific success. Crutchley et al.
(2014), in their study of the impact of fluid advection on gas
hydrate stability at Mounds 11 and 12, used 2D and 3D seismic
data to illustrate possible fault-related fluid-flow pathways for
the gas in hydrates at those seep sites. A similar approach could
be taken for SA1: Pacuare.
The use of Spock in this expedition contributed objectivity,
repeatability, and time savings to the process of dive planning.
Scoring all sites ensured that promising locations were not
overlooked, while continuous data assimilation meant that
sites were reconsidered under the most up-to-date
understanding of the environment. Further, the algorithms
provided a means to optimize probability of finding seepage
against constraints on ROV dive time. This optimization was
performed several hours faster than an equivalent dive could have
been hand-designed and allowed the science team to focus instead
on data interpretation.
From a broader perspective, our use of Spock also represents a
step forward in the application of automated reasoning to
intelligent exploration of the oceans and planetary bodies.
Autonomous exploration vehicles must be able to learn from
data and reason about the priorities of observations. Spock
demonstrated this capability through the prediction of seep
likelihoods and selection of dive sites to maximize probability
of climbing the Ladder of Seeps. Deployment of such a system
would lead to more thorough examination over a longer duration
than has previously been possible, without the need for frequent
communication and the risk and expense of manned exploration,
or the need for frequent communication with remotely operated
systems.
Our research expedition set out to apply and test new
analytical and decision-support systems in the search for
cold seeps in the Costa Rican accretionary margin. Existing
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seep locations were visited to confirm the viability of our
systems against existing knowledge, but additional seep
locations were also discovered with our methods. A Ladder
of Seeps was developed in the context of a specific scientific
goal-identify seep sites with deep-sourced fluids-and it served
as a foundation for Spock, which was used in ROV and AUG
dive planning to collect additional data to further ascend the
ladder. Many of the new seep sites discovered are attributed to
MBES water column imaging methods, but the use of AUG
sonar to identify water column anomalies shows the potential
to collect additional information without the use of a dedicated
surface ship. Data from an in-situmass spectrometer deployed
on the ROV complements data collected from traditional
sediment sample methods. We think that the use of
advanced data collection and decision-support technologies
will elevate our understanding of how cold seep systems
contribute to Earth systems.
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